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Welcome to the TXF FIT MasterZone in Singapore!  
 
On 9 May senior players working across trade, treasury & risk will come together in a unique forum to 
discuss financing international trade (FIT) and the management of risk along supply chains.  
 
The event will consist of snappy, short presentations from key voices in the industry and a chance to get 
stuck into the up to the minute issues with our in-depth discussions covering: 

 

● Financing tomorrow’s supply chain 
● The age of automation in treasury and trade 
● Disruptive technology in action 

 

Join us in Singapore and discover the best practice in an intimate and collegiate              
environment. Attendance will be capped at a maximum of 80 participants with tangible and tailored editorial                
output that will be shared with attendees and featured on the TXF FIT Zone after the event. 

 

FIT MasterZone Concept:  
 
And it doesn’t end there. The FIT MasterZone for trade, treasury and risk is a new series of bespoke events 
fostering knowledge sharing with expert briefings and best practice roundtables. 
 
Be a part of the most forward-thinking forums with TXF FIT and position yourself as an industry expert. 
 
Contact us to find out how you can get involved today. 
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Agenda 
 

10:30 Registration & Networking Coffee 

11:00 Opening Remarks from TXF and Host Partner 

Katharine Morton, Head of Trade Treasury and Risk at TXF and Jean Woo, Partner, Ashurst 

11:15 Live Audience Survey: Taking the Temperature of Trade, Treasury and Risk - Your Pain Points  
TXF’s signature anonymous live poll looks at the risks that are really nagging you both globally and                 
operationally and gives a snapshot of your thoughts of what’s really happening to shape the market. 

Jean Woo, Partner, Ashurst  

11:30 Headline Presentation: Invisible Banks - The Future of Corporations 
More and more businesses are looking to reduce their risk, reduce their debt loads and gain more                 
independence and control over their financial performance. Traditional vehicles are falling short when it comes               
to continuity in bottom line improvement, so corporates have begun tapping their own balance sheets to drive                 
financial destinies. Learn from three examples of corporate enterprises leading the new generation of financial               
liquidity to optimise their working capital while also improving operating ratios and funding innovation. 
 
Dru Shiner, Chief Sales Officer, C2FO 
 

12:00 Profile Pow Wow: Talking Trade and Treasury with the Corporate 
Why aren’t you a robot yet? It’s a question that most treasurers and procurement professionals 
don’t want to be asked. Creating a digital treasury function that amalgamates trade and treasury 
isn’t easy, but this treasurer isn’t afraid to talk about the progress. TXF talks working capital 
optimisation digital style with this experienced player.  

Manu Taneja, Executive, Cash Management & Treasury Services (APAC), GE Treasury 

12:30 Lunch & Networking Break 

13:30 Assembly One: Financing Tomorrow’s Supply Chain 

Understand what your suppliers are expecting from your organisation in order to continue consistent delivery               
of quality, on-time products. Learn how your decisions and relationship with them impacts their pricing and                
what you can do about it to reduce costs and risk. What does the supply chain of the future look like and how                       
can it unite the interests of buyers, suppliers and finance? Here we discuss the challenges and opportunities                 
that the modern-day supply chain presents. 
 
Led by Dru Shiner, Chief Sales Officer, C2FO and Jerry Dimos, SVP-ASEAN Pacific, C2FO 
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14:15 Assembly Two: The Age Of Automation In Treasury And Trade 

Who is showing leadership in digitisation? It’s not just SWIFT gpi and Ripple in cross border                
payments. Share the state of the art with digitised trade finance in action. Singapore is gaining a                 
global reputation as the hub for digital trade. A reality check of where are we now, and where                  
digitised trade and treasury is going. 
 
Jonas Falk, Managing Director, SKF Treasury Centre Asia & Pacific 

Sriram Ananthakrishnan | Managing Director- APAC, Azzana Consulting 

Yvonne Zhang, Head of Product and Partnerships, HeveaConnect 

Nitin Jain, Head of Treasury and Capital Markets, Agrocorp International 

Wai Yee Choo, Deputy Director - Networked Trade Platform Office, Singapore Customs 

15:00 Coffee & Networking Break 

15:30 Disruptive Tech in Action: The Reality Check 
Let’s have a reality check about how to balance risk with innovation. What’s actually happening with                
blockchain? This is a quick and accessible view of what’s actually moved the agenda so far, and the                  
latest picture in terms of developing bank consortia. What practical changes will make it beyond the                
noise?  

Andrew Koh, DGM, Regional Risk, HBL Ltd 

Claudia Villasis-Wallraff, Treasury & Risk Consultant 

16:00 The Crystal Ball:  International Treasury in Times of Trade Turbulence and Regulation 
Disruption to international supply chains because of rising protectionism has become a new normal,              
and treasurers and their financiers need to be able to be adaptable to manage the risks of trade wars,                   
protectionism, tax and regulations. Look into this crystal ball with this expert speaker. 

16:30 Closing Remarks and Cocktail Reception 
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Get in touch 

 

For speaking opportunities and corporate passes: 

Katharine Morton 

Head of Trade, Treasury and Risk 

katharine.morton@txfmedia.com  

 

For media partnerships and delegate tickets: 

Kate Haffenden 

Marketing Manager 

kate.haffenden@txfmedia.com  

For sponsorship opportunities: 

Scott Morton 

Business Development 

scott.morton@txfmedia.com  

T: +44 (0)203 735 5180 

 

Visit us online 

https://www.txfnews.com/Events/Event/TXF_FIT_MasterZone_Singapore 

#TXFfit 

 

Thank you to our sponsors 
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